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Abstract. Advanced Persistent Threats (APT) are sophisticated and targetoriented cyber attacks which often leverage customized malware and bot control techniques to control the victims for remotely accessing valuable information. As the APT malware samples are specific and few, the signature-based
or learning-based approaches are weak to detect them. In this paper, we take a
more flexible strategy: developing a search engine for APT investigators to
quickly uncover the potential victims based on the attributes of a known APT
victim. We test our approach in a real APT case happened in a large enterprise
network consisting of several thousands of computers which run a commercial
antivirus system. In our best effort to prove, the search engine can uncover the
other unknown 33 victims which are infected by the APT malware. Finally, the
search engine is implemented on Hadoop platform. In the case of 440GB data,
it can return the queries in 2 seconds.
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Introduction

The cyber attacks become more and more sophisticated. Recently, this kind of targetoriented, covered and long-term attacks is labeled as advanced persistent threat (APT)
[1-5]. Much research considers that APTs are the sophisticated and target-oriented
cyber attacks which often leverage customized malware and bot control techniques to
remotely control the victims.[1-5]. The victims will become the stepping stones for
the attackers to access valuable information inside the enterprise network [6]. Therefore, the sooner we find the APT malware-infected computers, the smaller the loss
caused by the APTs.
HTTP requests log is a valuable data for determining APT malware [7]. As Webrelated protocols are allowed almost everywhere, the APT malware is mostly
equipped with remote-controlled ability under the HTTP-based command and control
(C&C) infrastructure to facilitate the attacks on the intranet [8-10]. Although much
research can detect bot-infected computers [11, 12] or detect bot behavior [13-16],
they require more bot samples to train a feasible model. This is a big problem to these
approaches because the APT malware samples are few and often customized.
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Fig 1: The working concept of the search engine.

In this paper, rather than detecting the APT malware, we take a more flexible strategy: developing a search engine for searching the potential victims to respond to
APTs quickly. The working concept of our idea is shown in Fig 1. Each computer’s
HTTP requests are logged by proxy and sent to the search engine periodically. Once
an APT malware is found, by giving the attributes of the malicious HTTP requests
invoked by the APT malware, the search engine can search and rank the potential
C&C servers and malware-infected computers from the historical HTTP requests.
This approach is very useful for the APT investigation. We test our approach in a real
APT case happened in a large enterprise network consisting of several thousands of
computers, which run a commercial anti-virus system. The three known C&C servers
are ranked in top 10 of the web sites. Meanwhile, in our best effort to prove, the
search engine can find the other 18 C&C servers and the other 33 APT malwareinfected computers. In addition, to process the huge volume of proxy logs quickly, the
search engine is implemented on Hadoop platform. In the case of 440GB HTTP logs,
it can return the queries in 2 seconds.
This paper contributes to network security in the following areas:
1. Propose a rank mechanism to rank the potential APT victims and C&C servers.
2. Develop a search engine on Hadoop platform to process the huge volume of
HTTP requests.
3. Prove the usefulness of our approach in a real APT investigation case.
The organization of this paper is described as follows: Section 2 describes the previous research in APTs and botnet detection. In Section 3, we propose a ranking
mechanism to rank the websites. Section 4 describes the prototype of the search engine. Section 5 shows experimental results. Section 6 will conclude and describe the
future work.

2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

2.1 APT Characteristics
As the name implies, advanced persistent threat (APT) uses highly targeted method

persistently for compromising the data security, but the definition of APT in academic
research is still unclear today. To understand that, we extract the APT characteristics,
as shown in Table 1, described in the reports and the studies according to intrusion
phases [17]. In reconnaissance phase, the targets are highly profiled including organization, people and computer environments before being attacked. The attackers do
their best efforts to find out the weakness of their targets. In gaining access phase, the
APT attackers use not only uncovered software vulnerabilities (zero day exploits) but
also human weakness (social engineering attacks) to compromise the targets. This
means that APT almost can bypass the conventional signature-based detection approaches. In maintaining access phase, the attackers often leverage bot control techniques to control the victims in the target’s enterprise network. Finally, the objectives
of the APT attackers are valuable information of their targets.
The research [18] analyzed a large corpus of targeted attacks identiﬁed by Symantec during the year 2011. The results show that only 5% malware used in APTs were
identified by antivirus software. This means that preventing the APTs in gaining access phase is very difficult, especially when the zero day exploits are used in the attacks. Once the attack success, the signature-based intrusion detection approaches are
often fail because they can’t recognized the malware used. For these reasons, the reaction of APTs becomes more and more important for the enterprises to reduce the
damages. Therefore, we focus on the characteristics of APT in maintaining phase and
give APT a definition as follows:
Table 1. The APT characteristics extracted from the studies, where phase 1 is reconnaissance,
phase 2 is gaining access, phase 3 is maintaining access and phase 4 is achieve objectives.
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APT is a sophisticated and target-oriented cyber attack which often leverage customized malware and bot control techniques to remotely access valuable information.
This definition indicates a key point that the APT attackers must maintain the access channels to control the victims remotely. In the cases of APT incidents, the investigations point out that these access channels are constructed by bot control techniques. The victims become the stepping stones for the attackers to access the valuable information inside the enterprise network [6]. Therefore, bot detection approaches
may be applied to APT detection and investigation.
2.2 Bot Attributes and Detection
Based on the control methods, bot can be divided into several types such as IRC and
HTTP bot. As web-related protocols are allowed almost everywhere, the APT malware is often equipped with remote- controlled ability under the HTTP-based C&C
infrastructure to facilitate the attacks on the intranet[8, 9, 19]. Therefore, the HTTP
bot detection approaches may be useful for detecting the APT malware.
In [11], the authors leverage the IRC nickname to detect bot contaminated hosts.
They can also detect the HTTP bot by the common strings in URL of the bot servers.
Based on the observation of the pre-programmed activities related to C&C, Botsniffer
[16] capture the spatial-temporal correlation in network trafﬁc and utilize statistical
algorithms to detect botnets. Botzilla [13] capture malware traffic to detect the “phoning home” behavior. The phoning home traffic will be tokenized to generate the signature for detecting the malware-infected computer. In [15], the authors present a
malware clustering system. They analyze the structural similarities among malicious
HTTP traffic and automatically generate HTTP-based malware signatures for further
detection. In [14], the authors focus on detecting C&C channels masquerading as web
traffic. They use 2v-gram based anomaly detection approach to distinguish the C&C
traffic from web traffic. The summary of these studies is shown in Table 2.
Table 2 shows that the above approaches focus on detection rather than investigation. Meanwhile, except Botzilla, these approaches require a lot of malware samples
to train a feasible model for detection. This is a big problem for these approaches
because the APT malware samples are often few and specific. Furthermore, Botzilla
leverages network level traffic for bot detection. It’s almost impossible to retrospect
the data for APT investigation because the size of historical network level traffic is
much larger than that of application level traffic. Therefore, it is required a new approach to deal with this problem.
Table 2. The summary of HTTP bot detection approaches.
Item

[11]

[16]

[13]

[15]

[14]

Objective

Bot
detection
Application
RE
Yes

Bot
detection
Application
NG
Yes

Bot
detection
Network
NG
No

Bot
detection
Application
NG or RE
Yes

C&C
detection
Application
NG
Yes

Traffic level
Match function
Require manymalware samples

RE: Regular Expression NG: N-Gram

3 The ranking mechanism

3.1 Overview
In the enterprise network, HTTP proxy acts as an intermediary for HTTP requests
from clients seeking resources from the websites. The structure of the logged HTTP
requests is illustrated in Fig 2. We leverage HTTP logs to rank the websites by the
probability of being C&C servers. The probability is determined based on two observations: 1) C&C servers often contain much few information than legitimate websites.
Therefore, the higher diversity of a web site is, the higher probability it is a legitimate
server, and vice versa, 2) to pretend the user behavior, the malware often actively invokes HTTP requests to the C&C servers to acquire the commands for the further
actions. Therefore, to rank the websites, two scores are introduced: reversed diversity
score (d) and continuity score (p) of a website.
3.2 Reversed Diversity Score
Diversity score is a quantitative measure that increases when the number of types into
which a set of entities has been classified increases. To estimate the diversity score of
a website, the entities can be file types of the web pages. However, the logs only provide the web pages requested by the computers, not all the web pages of a website. In
this case, as it looks likely the sample survey in ecology and information science, the
popular diversity index Shannon-Wiener (H’) [25] are used to determine the diversity
score of a website.
Let HTTP requests R consist of a set H of hostname, a set G of web pages, a set F
of file types and a set S of source IP. Let the number of web pages and number of web
pages with file type j of a website i be Gi and gi,j. The diversity of the website i is
calculated by Shannon-Wiener (H’) as follows:
(1)

F

H 'i   f j log f j , where fj = gi,j/Gi.
j 1

H’ value is ranged from 0 to 4.5. As the higher diversity often means higher probability of being a legitimate website, the probability (d) of a website being a C&C
server is calculated by reversing the diversity:

di 

4.5  H 'i
4.5

(2)

For the example of Table 3, the H’ value and the reversed diversity score d of the
three websites are:
H’1=-(0.99/(log0.99) + 0.01(log0.01)) = 0.056
H’2=-(0.5/(log0.5) + 0.5(log0.5)) = 0.693
H’3=-(0.33/(log0.33)+0.33/(log0.33)+0.33/(log0.33))= 1.1

d1 = (4.5-0.056)/4.5 = 0.987
d2 = (4.5-0.693)/4.5 = 0.846
d3 = (4.5-1.1)/4.5 = 0.755
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Fig 2. HTTP log structure, where t is the timestamp, s is source IP, m is method, h is
hostname, p is protocol, n is port, l is path and e is web page’s file type.
Table 3: An example of three websites that have three file types and the number of corresponding files.
Website
W1
W2
W3

HTML
99
50
33

ASP
1
50
33

JPG
0
0
33

3.3 Continuity Score
The continuity score p measures how often a website is connected by a computer. It
increases when the frequency of the HTTP requests to a website increases. In this
paper, we leverage the histogram approach to calculate the continuity score of a websites.
Let a period of time be L, which is divided into k bins. The count function Cs(i,j) is
equal to 1 if the website i appears in the HTTP requests, which is located on j bin and
invoked by computer s , otherwise it is equal to 0. Let Ms be the number of non-zero
bins on computer s. The continuity score of website i is defined as follows:
ps ,i 

(3)

k
Ci
,where Ci = Cs (i, j )
Ms
j 1

For the example of Table 4, the timeline is divided into six parts. As the computer
has no any HTTP request in t5, Ms is equal to be 5. The continuity score of the websites is:
ps,1 = (1+1+0+0+0)/5 = 0.4
ps,2 = (1+1+1+1+0)/5 = 0.8
ps,3 = (0+0+1+1+1)/5 = 0.6
3.4 Ranking the Websites
The websites are ranked by the probability of being C&C servers. The higher the
Table 4. An example of calculating continuity score.
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Fig 3. Example of HTTP requests.

reversed diversity score and continuity score of a website, the higher probability it is a
C&C server. Meanwhile, the continuity score of a website is provided from the computers that have connected to it. We average them to be the final continuity score of a
website. Therefore, the ranking score of a website i is defined as:
S

Wi  wd  di  wp  ( ps ,i ) / S '

(4)

s 1

where wd and wp are the weight of reversed diversity score and continuity score and
S’ is the number of the non-zero ps,i.
Fig 3 is an example of HTTP requests, three source IP S1, S2 and S3 connect to
websites H1, H2, H3 and H4, each of which reversed diversity score is d1, d2, d3, and d4.
As S1 connects to website H1 and H3, it will give the continuity score p1,1 and p1,3 to
H1 and H3 individually. S2 connects to H1, H2 and H3, so S2 will give three continuity
scores to the three websites. Therefore, the ranking score of H1 and H2 will be:
W1  wd  d1  wp  ( p1,1  p2,1 ) / 2

W2  wd  d2  wp  ( p2,2 ) /1

4. Design and Implementation

4.1 Design Overview
To realize the goal of responding to APTs quickly, two design issues are considered:
1) how to calculate the ranking score by E.q (4) quickly from the huge volume of
HTTP logs (more than 30 GB per day); 2) how to extract the hit HTTP requests
quickly when searching. To solving the first issue, we implement the ranking mechanism as MapReduce [26] jobs on Hadoop platform [27]. The second issue is solved by
Lucene [28]. The high level working architecture of the system is shown in Fig 4.
At first, the HTTP logs are duplicated, one for indexing and another for ranking.
For indexing, the logs are filtered by a white list (known as legitimate website), the
residual logs are indexed as the structure in Fig 2 by Lucene with the keywords
“time,” “ip,” “method,” “protocol,” “hostname,” “port,” “path,” and “type”. The querying mechanism is also completed by Lucence. The user can input the query statement with the keywords to look for searching the specific HTTP requests. Meanwhile,
hostname and path provides “begins with,” “ends with,” “contains,” and “equal to”

HTTP Log

Filtering

Indexing
Index

Calculate the diversity of
web site
Merge log
files

Querying

Ranking
Calculate the probability
of bot-infected

Ranking data

Fig 4. High level working architecture

operators, the other keywords only provide an “equal to” operator.
When users input a query to the system, the hostnames of the hit HTTP requests
are extracted and ranked by the corresponding website’s ranking score, and the system then shows the ranked results to the users.
4.2The MapReduce Jobs
The ranking scores are calculated by the MapReduce jobs. In step 1, the map function
extracts hostname, path and file type from the logs to be the keys. The reduce function
in step 2 sorts and removes the duplicated keys. In step 3, as the files with the same
file name but located in different directory are considered different files, the reduce
function makes hostname and file type as the key, and the value starts from 0 and is
added by one when reducer reads a record with the same key. The final value will be
the number of files with the same file types of a websites. The reduce function in step
4 calculates the reversed diversity score of the websites by E.q (2) and output the
results.
In step 5, the map function extracts timestamp, source IP and hostname to be the
key, where timestamp is divided by the length of bin as described in section 3.3. The
reduce function in step 6 sorts and removes the duplicated keys. In step 7, the reduce
function ignores the hostname and makes timestamp and source IP as key to count the
number of non-zero size bins Ms. Step 8 is another branch from step 6, it makes
source IP and hostname as the key and calculates Ci. Step 9 refers to the outputs of
step 7 and step 8 to calculate the continuity score of a website by E.q (3). Finally, step
10 calculates the ranking score by E.q (4) based on the results of step 4 and step 9.

5. Experiments and Evaluation

5.1 The Experiments Setup
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we collected the proxy logs of the enterprise network consisting of several thousands of computers for two weeks, from
October 11 to October 24, 2011, as the experimental data. The attributes of the experimental data are shown in Table 5. The experimental data consists of three C&C

Table 5. The attributes of the experimental data
Data Size
440GB

Source IP
19,633

Hostname
267,962

HTTP requests
273,195,451

servers and the HTTP requests of five malware-infected computers which were found
in December 14, 2011. Two reasons make us believe this is an APT attack: 1)the
computer is a stepping stone and the footprints can be traced back to 8 months ago
and 2)the malware has the similar abilities, such as remote access, key logger, packet
forward, DLL injection and so on, as described in [1, 6, 8, 29]. Meanwhile, as we
don’t know how many computers were infected actually in the data, in our best effort,
we investigate all potential victims detected by our approach manually. The investigations are used for evaluating the accuracy of the search engine.
Finally, the performance of the search engine is a key point in this study. Five
servers, one for the Hadoop master and four for the slaves, ran on CentOS 5.4 with a
2.26 GHz Intel Xeon CPU and 12 GB RAM. The version of Hadoop used was 1.0.1
and that of Lucene was 3.5. The log files for two weeks were fed to our system to
evaluate the performance of indexes building, ranking scores calculation and query.
5.2 Determine the weights
The weight wd and wp in E.q(4) should be determined at first. We select the first
week’s logs to observe the reversed score and continuity score of the websites. We set
L to be one week and k to be 1 hour. Fig 6 depicts the distribution of the reversed
diversity score and continuity score. Over 70% website’s reversed diversity score is
between 1~0.9. This is because 1) proxy servers can’t log the details of HTTPS requests, the reversed diversity scores of all the HTTPS websites are equal to 1 and 2)
some websites are connected for only a few times, so their reversed diversity scores
are also equal to 1.Therefore, we ignored the HTTPS websites and the lower traffic
websites (less than 10 HTTP requests).
The continuity score of most websites is lower than 0.1 (over 94%). The continuity
score of the known C&C servers is between 0.8~1.0. However, the number of the

Fig 6. The distribution of the reversed diversity score and continuity score.

websites with continuity score between 0.9 and 1.0 is larger than that of the websites
with continuity score between 0.8 and 0.9. It is because some websites are connected
by a few clients and their IP also only connect to these websites. To deal with this
problem, we remove the continuity score which is given from the source IPs with
Ms<12, which means that in the two weeks the hours that a computer invoked HTTP
requests are less than 12. Finally, as the impact of continuity score is larger than reversed diversity score, we set wd to be 0.2 and wp 0.8 in the further experiments.
5.3 Experiment Results
To evaluation the accuracy of the search engine, the experimental data is fed to the
search engine. We set L to be two weeks and k to be one hour. The known malicious
HTTP request rm:=<m=GET, p=http, n=443, l=/FC001/xxx, e=- > invoked by APT
malware are the references of the queries. To form the queries, we fix method, protocol and port and give three statements, where Q1 = path contains “FC001”, Q2= type
is equal to “-“ and Q3= any path and type. The ranking results in Table 6 show that the
search engine can find the three known C&C servers by Q1. Meanwhile, it also finds
the other 6 unknown C&C servers. According to the found C&C servers, we find the
other 11 potential victims which are real victims proved by investigations.
The search engine returns more websites by Q2. Since the precise rate of being
C&C server in top 20 websites is lower than the results by Q1, Q2 finds the other four
C&C servers. The legitimate websites in top 20 are consisted of three types: web
game, availability test of a website and flash video. In the test of Q3, the search engine
returns more websites than Q1 and Q2. Notably, the precise rate in top 20 websites of
Q3 is higher than that of Q2. Meanwhile, the other five C&C servers are found by Q3.
This is because a new APT malware invokes the HTTP request r’m:=<GET, http, 443,
/90ad.asp, asp>, which is unknown before the experiments. For further investigation,
33 of 38 potential victims are proved being infected by the unknown malware.
In performance evaluation, the results in Table 7 show that the execution time of
building index and calculating ranking score is more than 21 hours. This doesn’t include the time for uploading log files to the servers. On average, the daily logs can be
processed in 3.5 hours. We also test the system responding time by above three queries. The results show that the three queries can be completed in 2 second. The execution time of Q2 and Q3 are longer than that of Q1. This is because the more websites
hit, the more time the search engine requires to display them.
Table 6. The ranking results of the three queries
Queries
Number of hit websites
(excluding the three known C&C servers)
The rank of the three known C&C servers
The number of C&C servers in top 20 websites
The precise rate of C&C servers in top 20 websites
The false positive rate of C&C servers in top 20 websites
Number of potential victims
Number of real victims

Q1
9

Q2
39

Q3
98

1, 2, 7
9
100%
0%
11
11

1, 2, 7
13
65%
35%
48
24

1, 2, 10
18
90%
10%
38
33

Table 7. The performance of the search engine.
MapReduce job
Building index
Calculating ranking score
Querying by Q1
Querying by Q2
Querying by Q3

Execution Time
21 hours
27 hours
< 0.6 second
< 1.6 second
< 2 second

6. Conclusion
This paper develops a search engine on Hadoop platform to search potential C&C
servers and victims for APT investigation. In the real APT investigation, we prove
that the search engine can rank the known C&C servers in top 10 websites. The
search engine also finds out the other C&C servers and potential victims. Meanwhile,
the responding time of each query is less than 2 second.
The future work may include: 1) if the malware communicates with the C&C server
through HTTPS, our approach may fail to find them. The statistical-based approaches
may be a chance to improve the ranking mechanism; 2) the fast flux botnet changes
the domain name frequently, so the websites may be ignored because of fewer HTTP
requests. The ranking mechanism may be improved by introducing other supplemental attributes, such as TTL value or domain name location.
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